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Summary:
Do you know what are the 6 different types of baseball or softball pitching machines available
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Article Body:
Are you getting a baseball or softball pitching machine but fretting over the different brands
Here are the 6 major types :
(1) Real Ball Pitching Machines

As the name suggests, ˆReal Ball˜ pitching machines throws out real balls or those machine pit

Such equipment usually comes in 2 major categories which comprises of the Arm Styled Wheel Mac
(2) Wheel Style Pitching Machines
Ever seen those pitching machines used in leagues, high schools, colleges, pro ball or simply

Through the support of a rubber wheel(s), a motor propelling the wheels’ movements, dynamic pa
(3) Single Wheel Machines

These are entry level machines used to throw a straight pitch in a speed ranging from 25-70 mp

Overall, single wheel machines are still slightly cheaper than the real ball machine and is li
(4) Two Wheel Machines

These machines can simulate almost every pitch regardless of the angle, hand (be it left or ri

Their ability to throw all the different types of pitches and the added advantage of using the

Some people dislike the fact that they can’t see the movement of the ˆpitcher’s arm˜ with such
(5) Arm Style Pitching Machines

Yes, these are often the ones you see at the commercial batting cages. You know, those junky h
Equally suitable for both baseball or softball, these machines have been around for more than
(6) Rack Fed or Hopper Fed Pitching Machines

Such machines are pre-fed with baseballs or softballs so that no auto feeder are required. The

These are professional base ball training equipment and are incredibly durable. Maintenance is
One advantage with these machines is that player can often see the pitcher wind up so that he
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